University of Iowa
Carver College of Medicine

Directions to the University of Iowa Health Science Campus

From I-80 to Health Science Campus: Exit I-80 at Coralville’s 1st Avenue (exit 242) and travel south one mile. Take a left at stoplight onto US-6/2nd Street and travel toward downtown Iowa City. As you round the corner just past the VA Hospital, you’ll find Newton Road as the second stop light – directly across from Old Capital. Take a right onto Newton Road and onto the UI Health Science Campus.

MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FACILITY (MERF)

CARVER BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH BUILDING (CBRB)

Map of Health Science Campus

Health Science Campus Parking: Use the Newton Road Parking Ramp (X on map to the left), which can be found directly across the street from the Carver Biomedical Research Building (CBRB) and Medical Education and Research Facility (MERF) along Newton Road. Look for main entrance sign.